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On the occasion of the 10th anniversary of the CANSEARCH Foundation, which fights childhood cancer
by supporting medical research in
paediatric oncology and haematology, the 5th edition of the CANWALK
brought together about a hundred
participants on Sunday, 31 July for
a friendly walk followed by lunch at
the farm on the heights of Schönried.
Led by Brigitte Crompton, who
initiated and organised this event
with the help of several volunteers
and friends, the guests could enjoy
a beautiful day while showing their
solidarity with children suffering
from cancer.
Childhood cancer is now more
treatable than in the past (more than
80% cure rate), but unfortunately
the toxicity of some treatments still
causes many side effects or relapses
and in some cases even prevents survival.
To improve this situation, the
CANSEARCH Foundation, in collaboration with the University of Geneva and the Geneva University Hospitals (HUG), created the first research
platform for pediatric oncology and
hematology 10 years ago.
The aim of the medical research
projects carried out there is, among
other things, to adapt treatments
to the genetics of young patients to
achieve greater effectiveness and
better long-term survival.

Critical traffic situations have repeatedly occurred on Rübeldorfstrasse
for years. Now the municipality has
reacted, but the current measures
seem to be missing their mark.
Residents on Rübeldorfstrasse in
Saanen have been noticing for years
what has now been confirmed by
repeated traffic measurements: “Although the speed limit is being observed, there have been repeated critical situations”, says the municipality
of Saanen in a letter addressed to the
residents of the affected road. Various
measures are to be tested during the
summer months of 2021 and 2022.
The first measures, wooden elements that restrict the width of
the road, have already been placed.
“The success of the measures will
be monitored with our mobile speed
measuring device Speedy,” explains
municipal councilor Klaus Romang,
head of infrastructure at the municipality of Saanen, upon request. A
more in-depth evaluation will take
place in autumn. The purpose of
these measures is to “increase traffic
safety and achieve sustainable traffic calming”, according to the letter
mentioned at the beginning.
Some residents don’t believe these
wooden elements have the desired effect. They have observed that these
elements neither calm traffic nor increase safety. Since the wooden elements have been placed on the road,
there have been several accidents involving cyclists, who have collided
with the wooden elements. They also
noticed that motorists rather accelerate to pass the obstacles as quickly
as possible or swerve onto the pavements during crossing manoeuvres.
Before winter sets in, these
wooden elements will be removed
again so they don’t interfere with
snow clearance, explains Romang.
And in winter the details for the test
phase in 2022 will be determined.

Several groups have decided against
staying at the Sport Lodge in Gstaad
because of the lack of a large kitchen. Therefore, both the real estate
commission and the municipality of
Saanen recommend installing such a
kitchen.
Experience has shown that the
need for a catering kitchen in the
Sport Lodge Gstaad accommodation
buildings is evident. The operator,
Sportzentrum Gstaad AG, reports
that many groups withdrew their
requests in the past after they had
learned that large groups could not
cook their own meals on site.
The original idea of catering for
the groups in cooperation with the
surrounding hotels and restaurants
often proved impractical for cost
reasons. The planning of a camp
stay usually involves a tight financial plan. Costs must remain manageable for schools as well as clubs
and not least for each participant.
Eating out three times a day simply
becomes too expensive for many after a week.
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Existing infrastructure is not
sufficient

Even the preparation of a breakfast
for a group of 50 people exceeds the
capacity of the existing small kitchens. Eventually, the initial fear that
the lack of self-catering facilities
would reduce the attractiveness of
the Sport Lodge Gstaad for large
groups has, unfortunately, come true.
The installation of a catering
kitchen makes the accommodation
of large groups much more attractive, even if individual guests are
also staying at the Sport Lodge Gstaad. Sportzentrum Gstaad AG is sure
that the self-catering facilities will
make the Sport Lodge Gstaad more
attractive for groups and camps, for
whom it had been designed in the
first place.
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